
FLIGHT PATH

PLAN

CONCEPT
Plantings are selected for high impact - early and long bloom time and sensual qualities - visual, aromatic, edible - 
that will engage the visitor.
Yellow Plants Latin Name Use

Jerusalem artichoke Helianthus tuberosus Edible, Traditional Food
calendula Calendula officinalis Edible, Medicinal
yarrow (yellow) Achillea ‘Moonshine’ Medicinal
Pink Plants
cosmos Cosmos bipinnatus Ornamental
yarrow (pink) Achillea ‘Pink Grapefruit’ Medicinal
‘Matrona’ sedum Sedum ‘Matrona’ Edible
White Plants
cleome Cleome ‘Sparkler’ Ornamental
yarrow (white) Achillea millefolium Medicinal
flowering tobacco Nicotiana alata Aromatic, Spiritual

PLANT LIST
Flight Path is a participatory project, inspired by the flight path of bees, which is directed by flower consistency - bees travel to one 
species of flower on each flight from the hive. 

This installation allows visitors to engage in the creation of a sculptural canopy that tracks the choices and preferences that direct their 
path, connects them to the place and to other garden visitors. The flight path canopy grows and changes day-by-day. It develops over 
the season as it becomes more dense and casts greater shade, while leaving a visual representation of each visitor who participated in 
its creation.

Plantings are selected for high impact - early and long bloom time and sensual qualities - visual, aromatic, edible - that will engage the 
visitor.

Flight path starts at a central gathering spot - or hive - where the visitor is instructed to grab a string ball. There are 3 path the visitors 
can choose, that weave through a colour blocked planting that engages the senses. Viewers are encouraged to follow their curiosity 
and mark their path with string, through posts, along the trail. Paths intersect and require choices - will visitors show flower consistency 
or be tempted down other paths?
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